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I

spent the month of july working on a farm in new

Hampshire, far removed from the art meccas of
New York and Philadelphia. Mid-month I was
suffering art withdrawal and took a road trip in to
the Berkshires to visit Mass Moca and Ferrin Gallery.
I was feeling a bit grumbly about having to drive
three hours just to get to one gallery. The exhibition
was worth the trip. In the two plus years that I have
written about ceramics, The Pursuit of Porcelain is
the most conceptually complex, as well as visually
engaging ceramics group exhibition that I have had
the pleasure to experience.
The exhibition concept originated with Chris
Antemann. Fourteen artists were each given a 4 x
8 foot panel with which to design his or her own
‘porcelain room’. During the 17th and 18th centuries, porcelain was valued like gold. To own and display porcelain was a sign of great wealth and status.
Porcelain factories created their own designs and
patterns much like couture fashion houses. Royal
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families often purchased their own porcelain factories and had special rooms built to house their extensive collections.
The resulting exhibition, which premiered in New
York last April during the Armory Show interweaves
history with contemporary culture, as well as conceptualizes materiality and process. Gallery owner
Leslie Ferrin told me that the level and degree of
participation and collaboration in creating the exhibition is highly unusual for the ceramics community.
In addition to the 14 artists who designed special
installations, the exhibition featured works from
nine other artists. Filled to capacity, the gallery had
more than 150 works on display. While it did not
look like a traditional European porcelain room, the
effect was dizzying. It took me more than an hour to
walk through the gallery just once.
If I were to group the artists under one theme,
it would be paradox. Artists Molly Hatch, Christa
Assad/Jess Hess, Garth Johnson and Steve Young
Lee examine the boundaries between high and low
culture in their respective works. From across the

gallery, Hatch’s vessels look like something one
would encounter in the Victoria and Albert Museum.
Crafting traditional blue and white porcelain ware,
Hatch contemporizes the works by incorporating
designs from tattoos and words from text messages.
In one work, the acronym WTF is painted in an elaborate, flowery cursive. Other works proclaim “Free
& Easy” and “Great Pussy”. My favourite is a vessel
with a skull on one side and text on the other that
reads “spk outa turn”. This unexpected naughtiness
makes me smile, adding diabolical humour to the
work.
The collaborative duo of ceramist Christa Assad
and painter Jess Hess produced a compelling miniature tableau depicting urban street culture. Hess’
painting shows a graffiti-laden abandoned building, complete with broken window panes. On a shelf
in front of the painting sit three paint cans and two
spray paint bottles, which Assad carefully crafted
out of porcelain. Hess then tagged them with graffiti. The detail and illusory veracity of the objects is
remarkable. The artists elevate disposable objects
associated with defacement to the status of high art.
The intensive labour and care that went in to the production of the work also defies the fast and carefree
nature of street art.
In Johnson’s Made In China series, the artist examines how contemporary western visual culture has
permeated Chinese culture. Porcelain originated in
China dating back to the Han Dynasty period (196220). Johnson’s tea vessels feature iconic western
symbols such as the Playboy logo, Bob’s Big Boy
holding the Christian fish and the Republican party
elephant interspersed with traditional Eastern symbols such as the lotus flower. Gold-leafed handles
and spouts adds to the kitsch factor. Johnson actually
made the works in China, which adds another level
of irony and conceptual complexity to the work.
Lee also references ancient Chinese porcelain in his
ceramics. His vessels resemble traditional Chinese
vases. Instead of decorative flower or landscape
designs, however, he paints them with mythical and

Left: Garth Johnson. Big Boy. Porcelain.
Right: Sergei Isupov. Humanimals.

extinct creatures such as sea dragons and dinosaurs.
Like Hatch’s work the vessels look antique and traditional from afar, yet employ low brow contemporary
culture in to their designs.
Artists Giselle Hicks and Rebecca Manson explore
paradox through their use of the medium, rather
than its content. Hicks’ slipcast porcelain works
entitled Floral Quilt and Floral Pillows resemble the
puffed lightweight feathered fabric that their titles
suggest. Creating an illusion of softness and malleability, the works defy the fragility and rigid structure inherent in porcelain.
Manson creates unique teapots and other vessels
from broken pieces of ceramics that she reassembles.
The seams and imperfections are apparent, even
emphasized as in the work that showed a dripping
floral decal, untrimmed after casting. When a pot has
a ‘flaw’, it is usually discarded. Yet Manson uses the
flawed and discarded parts to create a work that is
unique. Her series is titled Vasceullum. I could not
find a definition of the word in the dictionary, but
it resembles vascellum which is a type of common
fungus/mushroom that is described as “edible, but
with little value”. Manson has taken that which has
little to no value, transforming it in to something of
great value.
The works of Gerit Grimm and Sergei Isupov
remind me of fairy tales gone awry. These are not
the Disney versions but the Brothers Grimm tales.
Growing up in socialist Germany, the artist’s childhood fantasy was to explore a real porcelain room. In
her unglazed stoneware work Magic Castle, a young
girl appears trapped in a room. Contrasting the colourful opulence of a royal porcelain room, Grimm’s
room is bleak and unwelcoming. Rather than a fulfilled fantasy, it seems like a nightmare.
The new animal/human figures by Isupov are a
departure from his sci-fi head series that I saw last
year. The gallery director told me that he collaborated with his wife on the works and that they were
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Above left: Christa Assad and Jess Hess Install.
Above right: Chris Antemann. Feast of Impropriety. 2010.
Photo by Kendrick Moholt.
Below: Giselle Hick. Floral Quilt. Slipcast Porcelain.
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made in honour of their child. While the works are
less-threatening than the heads, I immediately mistrusted their ‘cuteness’. I sensed some malevolence
lurking below the surface.
Like many of the other featured artists, Mara
Superior and Antemann both employ subversive
beauty and ornamentation as a tactic in their work.
Superior’s panel includes whimsical porcelain
birds and decorative bird plates. This work does
not appear to have a paradoxical meaning. It is not
until I carefully view and research the larger work
Tulipomania (porcelain, wood, gold leaf, bone) that
I begin to think about the political connotations.
During the Dutch Golden Age (early to mid 1600s),
tulip bulbs sold for astronomical prices. At the height
of tulipmania, a single bulb was worth more than 10
times the annual income of a skilled craftsman. The
term tulipmania is now used to refer to any large
economic bubble. Superior’s work, rich in ornamentation, deftly and subtly comments on our recent
financial collapse.
Inspired by 18th century porcelain figurines,
Antemann’s work reminds me of a scene from a
Marquis de Sade novel. In the Feast of Impropriety
(2010) figures abandon all social etiquette, engaging
in an orgiastic dinner feast. The figures, food and
table settings are intricately crafted and meticulously
painted with floral designs and gold leafing. In addition to the porcelain tableau sculpture, Antemann

exhibited some large colour photographs detailing certain figures or aspects of the scene. The play
on scale from the miniature sculpture to the large
images creates an interesting dynamic, allowing the
viewer to focus on certain debaucherous details that
might otherwise go unnoticed.
Besides the conceptual richness and visual diversity of the exhibited work, I enjoyed seeing multimedia incorporated in to a ceramics exhibit. Besides
Antemann’s photographs, other artists combined
porcelain with media such as photography and
video. Also on display was a group portrait of artists Hatch, Antemann, Assad, Grimm and Hicks shot
by photographer Bill Wright. The five women casually dressed in jeans and black T-shirts are posed on
an ornate flowered duvet with thick silk flowered
curtains in the background. Like the artists’ work,
Wright’s photograph speaks to the paradox inherent
in the exhibition.

Above: Mara Superior. Installation. 2011. Photo by Bill Wright.
Below: From left to right: Molly Hatch, Chris Antemann, Christa
Assad, Gerritt Grimm, Giselle Hicks.

Multi-media artist Colette Copeland recently relocated to Dallas,
Texas, where she is teaching at both Richland and Collin Colleges.
She also writes for Exposure Magazine and Afterimage: Journal of
Media Arts and Cultural Criticism. www.colettecopeland.com and
http://colettecopeland.blogspot.com.
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